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Stockholm.
The
Swedish
Academy
closely
resembles
the French
and
Spanish Academies.
Affred Nobel, the
inventor of dynamite,
was a prolific
reader as well as an aspiring author. So
it is not surprising that he established an
award for literature along with prizes in
physics, chemistry,
and medicine.
He
also established the well-known Nobel
peace
prize.
The first prizes were
awarded in 1901. z
Today, the members of the Swedish
Academy—18
writers,
elected
for
life—judge literature nominations
submitted by government
leaders, prominent scholars, former prize winners, and
fellow Academy members. I Any person
who nominates
himself or herself is
automatically
eliminated
from consideration. For purposes of the award,
the Swedish Academy defines literature
as not only “belles lettres, but also other
writings, which, by virtue of their contents and form, possess literary value. ”h
This sweeping definition has allowed the
Academy to choose philosophers
and
historians as winners of the award along
with novelists, poets, and playwrights.
The Nobel prize in literature has often
been
surrounded
by criticism
and
debate. Part of the reason for this stems
from the wording of Alfred Nobel’s will.
In it, he specifically
stated that the
award was to be given “to the person
who shall have produced in the field of
literature the most outstanding work of
an idealistic tendency. ”z (p. 9) Most
literary critics would agree that not all
great literature
is of “an idealistic
tendency.” Nevertheless,
the judges of
the awards, especially during the early

William Butler Yeats won the Nobel
prize in literature in 1923 for “his always
inspiring poetry, which in a highly artistic form, gives expression to the spirit
of a whole nation. ”1 Thomas Mann, in
1929, was awarded the prize “principally
for his great novel, Buddersbrooks,
which
has won
steadily
increased
recognition as one of the classic works
of contemporary
Literature.”1 Samuel
Beckett received the prize in 1969 for
his new forms of the novel and of
drama.2
These three authors, along with four
other Nobel prize winners for literature,
appeared on the list of most-cited arts
and humanities
authors w? published
last year.j That list was based on citation data for 1977 and 1978, compiled
from the data base we use to create the
Arts
& Humanities
Citation
{A&HCI ‘M). The list contained

Index
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authors
from other areas of the arts and humanities. However,
authors
of literature
seemed disproportionately
represented.
Most of you are familiar with my frequent assertions about the value of citation analysis in measuring the impact of
scientific work.q There is little doubt
that unusual citedness is often found
among the winners of the Nobel prizes
in sciences
But what may be true for
science is not necessarily the case in the
arts. Are the winners of the Nobel prize
in literature
also heavily cited? Put
another way—do the selections of the
Nobel committees
correspond
to the
people who are most often cited in the
scholarly literature about literature?
The Nobel prize in literature is awarded annually by the Swedish Academy in
363

years, felt constrained by Nobel’s directive. Thus, in 1903 (the third year of the
prize) playwright
Hennk
Ibsen was
nominated but passed over for the prize
by the Academy because the members
felt his works lacked idealism. That year
Bjgfrnstjerne
Bj@nson of Norway, a
favorite of Nobel’s while he lived, won
the prize for poetry. I
Controversy surrounds the awards for
other reasons as well. Some critics claim
that the awards are sometimes politically motivated and that authors are given
the awards more for their personal
ideologies than for the literary merit of
their works. For example,
when the
French
author
Remain
Rolland
received the prize in 1915, his detractors
alleged that Rolland was honored more
for his pacifism than for the novels he
wrote. [7
Critics
also charge
that
certain
authors who should have won the award
did not for political reasons. For example, the great Russian novelist Leo
Tolstoi was passed over by the Swedish
Academy in favor of less illustrious candidates.
The traditional
anti-Russian
bias of the Swedish government
is
blamed for this slight. Tolstoi’s name
was presented to the Academy for nine
consecutive years. ~
In his will, Nobel stated that authors
of all nationalities should be considered
for the award. not only Scandinavians.
Following this wish, the Nobel judges
have tried to honor authors from all
over the world. Sometimes
this has
resulted in the selection of relatively
obscure authors. For example, in 1913,
Rabindranath
Tagore, an Indian who
wrote lyric verse in Bengali, won the
prize. Obviously, not too many people
outside of India were familiar with his
work. I In 1979, Greek
lyric poet
Odysseus Elytis won the prize. Although
Elytis is known outside
of
Greece,
he is certainly not as wellknown as many other living poets or
writers. ~ Both of these authors’ works
were judged in translation, as were the
works of others.
While the Academy has granted the
prize
to many relatively
unknown

autttors, most ot tnem were cteservmg,
even in the opinion of literary scholars,
Figure 1 shows the list of Nobel prize
winners in literature,
along with the
number of articles that cited them in the
A &HCI,

1977-78.

At this point I must note that the data
base on which this study was based has a
distinct Anglo-American
bias. We expect that bias to change somewhat in
the future. We are now in [he process of
expanding our coverage in A& HCI, We
will be adding more journals from many
non-English speaking countries.
Some
of the Nobel prize winners’ citation
counts in Figure 1 might be higher if we
covered more journals from their own
countries.
Nevertheless,
some internationally known prize winners—Thomas
Mann of Germany. Jean-Paul Sartre of
France, and Aleksandr Soly.henitsyn of
the [JSSR—are well-cited, despite our
bias. Indeed, it is often the case that
famous
literary
figures
are heroes
abroad and taken for granted at home,
In order to study the relationship between citation data and the Nobel prize,
we compiled a list of the 50 most-cited
authors of 20th century literature. This
was derived from the larger list of
1977 -78.3
authors cited in the A<HCI
Figure 2 lists the names of authors whu
were eligible to receive the Nobel prize
during their lifetimes and whether they
did so or not, an important consideration because Nobel prizes are awarded
only to living authors. The only exception to this rule is if the author died between the time of nomination and the
was
announced.
time
the
award
Authors are listed in citation rank order
with a description
of their work and
country of residence,
Those authors
who were awarded the Nobel prize are
indicated along with the date the prize
was given. Note that all authors listed
were cited by at least 5S articles. This is
low if you consider the higher figure
usually associated with scientists.
Fifteen of the 50 authors on the list
won the Nobel prize, although one, Sartre, declined to accept it. This is a very
large percentage.
In a study of the 50
most-cited scientists for 1967 only six
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Ffgrrre 1: Winners of the Nobel prize in literature, by year of prize. Their nationalities and the number of
articles that cited them in the .4 rts & Humanities Ctfaf ion Index ‘“ (Ac4 HCI ‘u/ 1977-78 are indica ied. As a
point of reference, the most-cited author in the A& HCI 1977-78, Karl Marx, was ci!ed in 704 articles.
Wilfiam Shakespeare.
the most-cited literary figure. was cited in 594 articles. (A = Year of prize:
B = Name; C = Nationality: D = Number nf citing articles 197~-78)

A
1901
I902
I%3
1904
1X)$
1’%6
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1915
1916
1917
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
192S
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1936
1937
1938
I939

B
Sully Prudhomme
Theodor Mommsen
Bjtstnstjeme Bj$mson
Fr<d6ric Mkmal
Jose’Echegaray
Henryk Sienkiewicz
Giosu> Carducci
Rudyard Kipting
Rudolf Eucken
Selma Lagerlof
Paul Heyse
Maurice Maeterlinck
Gerhart Hauptmann
Rabindranath
Tagore
Remain Rolland
Vemer V. Heidenstam
Karl Gjellerup
Henrik Ponfoppidan
Carl Spitteler
Knut Hamsun
Anatole France
Jacinto Benavente
William. Butler Yeats
Wladyslaw Reymon[
George Bernard Shaw
Grazla Deledda
Hemi Bergson
Sigrid Undset
Thomas Mann
Sinclair Lewis
Etik Karlfeldt
John Galsworthy
Ivan Bunin
Luigi Pirandello
Eugene ONeill
Roger Martin du Gard
Pearl Buck
F.E. Sillanp&i

c
(F)
(G]
(N)
(F)
(SP)
(POL)
(1)
(GB}
(G)
(SWE)
(G)
(B)
(G)
(IN)
(F)
(SWE)
(D)
(D)
(Swfl
(N)
IFI
(SP)
(IR)
{POL)
(GB)
(1)
(F)
(N)
(G)
(us)
(SWE)

(GB)
(FR)
(I)
(us}
(F1
(us)
(FI)

D
3
45
1
7
—
4
19
23
—
1
3
15
9
7
14
—
—
I
2
1
19
2
171
I
142
76
I
128
32
—
19
3
35
31
5
6
—

had then received the pnze.g, 10 Subsequently, many more of them did.
As you can see, the authors who appear on our list are illustrious. James
Joyce, Henry James, Joseph Conrad,
and Virginia Woolf, to name a few, are
all well-known
and highly esteemed
authors. That they were not chosen for
the Nobel prize in literature during their
lifetimes in no way diminishes
their
value to literary scholarship.
Many of
the non-winners listed here have been
nominated
at one time or another. In
fact, overlooking them is one of the maCURRENT
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A
I944
1945
1946
1947
194s
1949
19.W
1951
1952
I953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
I9fiI
1961
I%2
1963
1964
1%5
1966
I967
196a
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

8
Johannes V. Jensen
Gabriela Mistral
Hermann Hesse
Andr~ Gide
T.S. Eliot
William Fa”]k”er
Bertrand Russell
Pir Lagerkvist
Fran$uis Mauriac
Winston Ch”rchi]l
Ernest Hemingway
Halld& Laxness
J.R. Jim&ez
Albert Camus
Boris Pastemak
Sal>atore Quasimodo
Saint-John Peme
IVO Andri/
John Steinbeck
Giorgos Seferis
Jean-Paul Sartre
Mikhail A. Sjolochcn
Shmuel Y, Agnon
Nelly Sachs
Miguel Angel Asturias
Yasunari Kawabata
Samuel Beckett
A(eksandr Solzhenitsyn
Pablo Neruda
Heinrich Bbll
Patrick White
Epind Johnson
Harry Martinson
Eugenic> Montale
Saul Bellow,
Vicente Aleixandre
Isaac Bashe}is Singer
Odysseus Elytis

c
(D)
(CHILE)
(sWI)
(F)
(GB}
(us)
(GB)
ISWEI
(F)
(GBI
(us)
(Icl
(SPI
(F)
(LISSR)
(f]
(F)
(Y)

(11s)
(GREECE)
(F)
(USSR)
(1s)
(G)
(GIJAT)
(J)
(IR)
II ISSRI
ICH)
(G)
(AUSTR)
(SWE)
(SWEI
(1)
(LJS)
(SP)
(us)
(GREECE)

D
1
2
292
287
95
213
8
17
41
78
2
6
113
20
4
7
6
55
3
319
8
7
3
18
6
127
(26
33
30
48
2
I
49
54
12
14
—

jor criticisms of the Nobel committee.
And as Isaac Bashevis Singer, the 1978
Nobel laureate, recently noted, “Many
great writers didn’t win the prize, and
they are still great writers.”] I
The list also contains the names of
several highly-cited authors who are still
alive, and thus eligible to win the prize.
One of these is Jorge Luis Borges, the
great Argentinean short story writer and
poet. Considered
by many critics the
greatest living writer in Spanish, Borges
is now 81 years old. His work, Ficcione.r, brought him the grand prize of

Figure 2: Fifty mosl-cit$? aut,hcms of literature who are or were eligible for the Nobel prize. Birthdate, description of work. natmnahty of each authnr, and the number of articles ci(ing the author arc listed.
Nobel prim winners are indicated. Authors still eligible t<, win [he prize are indicated by an asterisk.
( A = Name; B = Descrip[i{m of work: C = Number of citing ar(icles: D = Year of Nobel)

I

A
Sarlre, Jean-f’au] (b. 190S)

?-.
3.
4.
5
6.

Elm. Thomas Stearns ( INN+ 1%S)
Joyce, James ( 1882- 1941)
James, Henry (1843-1916)
Russell, Bcr[rand ( 1872-1970)
Lawrence. Da>id Herberi
(1835-1930)
7, Yeats, William Bu[ler (1865-1939)
8. B(mges, Jorge Lui\ (b. 1899)
Y . W(}(df. Vit-sinin (l fW2-f9411
10. Shaw, “Geo;ge Bernard ( IX56-19SO)

B
French novelist. playwright!, critw, &
philcxopher
British poet & critic, fx)rn m [IS
Irish no, elist
British noveli~t. born m [IS
British mathematician
& pbdosophm
British no,elist & Poe!

]2,

frish poet & playwright
Argentine \hort ficti<m writer & P(W!
British novelisl & cri[ic
British playwright, essayist, & critw,
born in Ireland
German nokelist
British notelis[. horn in fkdand

18.

Irish noie]ist & playwright
German playwright
American poe[ & critic
French poet & critic
French n{welist. playwright,
born in Algeria
American noielist

Mann, Th<>mas(18q5-19S5)
Conrad, Joseph lTeocforJ[fief
Konracf K<)rzeni<)wski 1(1857-1 Y24)
1.? Becke[t, Samuel (b. 1’4%)
14. Brechl, Bertolt I189X-J9561
15. Pound, Ez.mllfW5-f9721
16. Vale’ry, Paul llN71-1945)
17. Camus, Albert f1913-f960)

Il.

19.
20
21.
22,
23.

Clemens, Samuel Langhome
{Mark Twainl llf135-J910)
For$ter, Edward M[)rgan(187~-1970)
Pr<wst, Marcel (1871-1922)
Auden, Wysltin Hugh (19 W-1973)
Faulkner, William 1189-- f9b21
Kafka, Fran711Wi3-f Y241

& essayist

British no!elist
French mnelist
American poet. b{>m in tngland
American no\elis(
Austrian n(>veli>l & shcwt fw(i(m writer,
born in Cmchosk)}akia
Russian novelist
24, ‘101s((,,, Leo N. (1828- lYlO1
25 Gide, Andr< (1869-1951)
French n<>~eliht, playwright, & critic
Fmncb poet
26. Bret(m Andr{l1896-19bbl
French “OVCIM
2- Zo]a, #mile ( 184!-1’902)
2X Huxley, Ald,,us Le<>nard (1894- lY63) English n<,,elwt
American p<wt
29 Slewns, Wallace llti79-19S5)
American no\eli\t & ‘,h<m fic(i(m writer
Hemingway, Ernest (1899-19611
w
Mexican
poet critic, & cssayisi
Pa/,
Oc[a\io
(b.
1914)
31
32 Robbe-Grillet,
French n{welis~ & essayist
Alain (b. 1922)
French philosopher
33 Bergs(m, Henrill M9-f9411
British n<neli\t & ptwt
34 Hardy, Th<)ma\(184@1928)
35 Williams, William Carlc)+ (l X83-191)31 American poet, mncli~t. & d]<~r( fic(i(muri[e[
3(, Lewm, Sinclair (1885-1951)
American nolelist
.3” Solr.henitsyn, Aleksandr 1, (b. 1918)
Ruswm no>etist
Naboko\,
V(a{lmir(l
X9%197’)
M
American no~elis(. poet, & sh,>ri fwli<m
wri[er. born in Russia
39 Orwell, George (Eric A. Blair)
British nott? list & critic
I 1902-1950)
American no~elisl & cn[]c
40 Hc,wells, William Dean (18J7-1920)
French nobe[is[
41 Malraux. Andre’( 190-19761
42 Miller, Henry lb. 1891)
American novelist
French poet & critic
43 Apnllinaire. Guillaume {lfl$O-1918)
American author
44 Stein, Ger[rude !lfi74-1946)
45 Gardner, John (b. 1933}
American nt)telist, p<wt, & Short fictmnwmter
Bri(ishnov.elis[. poet, & critw
lfi95)
46 Graves, Robtm{b.
American p<wl & no\elist
47 Warm”, Robert Penn (b, [SO. $)
Norwegian
playwright
Ibsen,
Henrik
11828-190+)
48
American p<wl
49 fAnvell, Rober[ (19[7-1977)
American m)~elist
50 Steinbeck, John ( 1902- 1968)
“Stall eligible
CURRENT
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the Argentine Writers’ Association
in
1946. Borges was a prolific writer during
his younger years but now he asserts
that his greatest work is behind him. Iz
(p. 186-9)
Another writer who appears on our
list and is still eligible for the prize is Octavio Paz of Mexico. Pazis known as a
poet, critic, and essayist. His collected
Current,
cover
a
essays, Alternating
wide range of topics from Oriental
thought to third world politics. Paz’s
most famous poem, “Piedra de Sol, ”
was described by at least one critic as
“one of the most important poems to be
published in the Western world.”lz (p.
11 12-4)
The French novelist,
screenwriter,
and essayist Alain Robbe-Grillet
is also
on the list. Robbe-Grillet
is known as an
advocate of the nouveau reman (new
novel), a literary form described
as
“what is left when the writer has swept
away all of the delusions and dishonesties which encumber
the traditional
novel. ”lz (p. 1219-21) His best known
The
Erasers,
The
include
works
Voyeur, Jealousy, and In the Labyrinth,
all “new novels. ”
Henry Miller, the American novelist,
provoked
much
controversy
with
Tropic
Of Cancer
and
Tropic
These books are known
Capricorn.

of

to
the public because of the use of explicit
sexual language. Not surprisingly,
his
work is highly cited.ls
(p. 410-12)
Another author on the list is Robert
Penn Warren,
who was once poetry
consultant to the Library of Congress.
Warren has won the Pulitzer prize in
both fiction and poetry. Most critics
consider All the King > Men to be his
masterpiece. 13 (p. 489-90)
Also on the list are Robert Graves, of
I, Claudius fame and John Gardner,
whose Grende/ was named one of 1971’s
best fiction books by Time and Newsweek.

To be taken seriously by literary
scholars, an author usually must have
demonstrated
his ability to compile a
corpus
of worthy
work.
Literary
scholars tend to be rather conservative
and more often cite the work of older
367

authors who have “proven” themselves
rather
than younger,
newer talent,
Three of the living authors on the list
(who have not yet won the Nobel)—
Miller, Graves, and Borges — are in
their 80s. Warren is 75 and Paz is 66.
Robbe-Grillet
and Gardner
are the
youngest at 58 and 47, respectively.
Scholarly conservatism has its parallel in
the conservative
views of the Swedish
Academy. The majority of the recipients of the Nobel to date have been
older than 50 years of age. 1
In Figure 3 we have compiled a list of
the next 50 most-cited
authors
of
literature.
Eight of these authors have
won Nobel prizes. Generally speaking,
the writers on this list are younger than
the writers listed in Figure 2. Peter
Handke (The Left-Handed
Woman) is
the youngest at 38. Seven more are in
their 40s: Mario Vargas Llosa (Con rer-sation in the Cathedral);
Margaret Atwood ( The Edible Woman); Joyce Carol
Oates (Them); John Updike (Rabbit,
Run); Thomas Pynchon (Gravity’s Rainbow); and Jerzy Kosinski (The Painted
Bird).

The majority of the authors in Figure
3 who are living are 50 years old or over.
Ted Hughes (Luperca/); Carlos Fuentes
(Terra No.wra); Gabriel Garc(a M&quez
Years
of Solitude);
(One Hundred
Harold Pinter ( The Homecoming);
John
Barth (End of the Road); James Baldwin
Italo
(Go Tell It on the Mountain);
and Norman
Calvino (Cosmicomics);
Mailer (The Naked and the Dead) are all
in their 50s. Ins Murd~ch (An A cciden (Hopscotch);
tal Man); Julio Cortazar
(A
Clockwork
Anthony
Burgess
Ralph Ellison (The Invisib/e
Orange);
Eug&ne Ionesco
(The
Bald
Man);
Soprano ); and Doris Lessing (The Grass
is Singing) are in their 60s. Three of the
authors
are in their 70s: Graham
Greene ( The Power and the Glory);
Stephen Spender (The Edge of Being);
and Simone de Beauvoir (Pn”me of Life).
Fifteen of the American authors who
appear in these two lists have won the
Pulitzer prize, administered
by Columbia University.
They include Sinclair
Lewis, Wills Cather, John Steinbeck,

Figure 3: The next X) mcv.-ci!ed au(hors O( literature who are or were elig]hle ftw (he N(,hel prize. Birthdate, dmcrip(ion of work. nationality of each a“thtr, and (he number of artwle\ cili”g the au(b<m are
li\ted. Nobel pnm winner\ are indica!ed. Authtw\ \[ill elig!b]e ((> win [h? prize are mcfwa(ed hy ~n
astmisk. (A = Name; B = Dewrip(i(m of w<~rk: C = Number of citing article\, D — Year (>( N(,hell
A
Bellow, Saul (b. 19151
Mailer, Norman (h. 1923)
Rilke, Rainer Maria ( 1875-1926)
Fitzgerald, F. SC()[I ( 1896- 1940)
H{]frna””\thal, Hugo \o” ( 1874- 1929)
Vargas Lima, Mario (h, 1936)
AI WOOd, Margare( (b. 1939)
Hughe\, Ted lb. 1930)
Beau\oir, Sim<me de (b. ]9081
Berrymm
Job” ( 1914-1972)
Fuemes, Carlos (b, 1929]
Murd{,ch, Iris (b. 19191
Dreiser, Theodore ( IWI-19451
cort<zar, Juho (b, 19141
Garc:a Ma~que~, Gabriel (b, 192K)
Wright, Richard ( 19W-19M)
Burgess, Anthony
(John Burgess Wil’,on) (f) 19171
6X. Nin, An~is ( 19f)3-197q)
69. (;reene, Gmhanl (h. 19041
51.
S2.
53.
54.
55,
S6,
5“,
M.
59.
ho.
61.
62.
63.
64,
65.
M.
hq.

B
Amencxn n[l\eh\t
Anlencan noveli\t
Austrian p<xI
American \hort fic[l<m writer & n,>\eli\t
Austrian playwri~ht, poet, & es\a\!\t

CD
M

19”tl

()’Cawy,
Sean ( ltW+19b41
~1. Barlh, John (b. 19.301
72. Hamfke, Peter lb. 1942)

70.

73. Oa[e\, Joyce Carol (b, 19381
74. Fr,,s[, Roberl ( 1874- 1963)
7$. Hughe\, Langs[{m 11902- IYh” 1
76. Spcncfer, S[ephen (b. 1$091
77. White, Pa[rick lb. 19121
‘7/!. Baldwin, James (b, 1924)
“9. Pinter, Harold lb. 1930)
N). Sdn(ayana, George ( IM.3-I 952)
81. Pirandell,), Lui~l ( lXh”-f93hl

.39 19-,?
W
.
.lh

“

.3.3>

1914

ti2. Verne, Jules I 1828-1905}
83. Calvin,,, [talo (h. 19231
M. llpd]ke, John (b, 19321

35
1-l

“

.14

“

8$

.{3

] y-l

M.
W.
88.
89.
X).
91
q?,
93.
94.
95
96
998
W,
1(XI

Ner”da, J%bk)
(Neftal[ Ricardo Reyes I ( 190+19”31
Cat her, Wilia I 187.3-194”)
Ellium, Ralph (b. 19141
I[mewm Eug>ne (h. 1912)
lliarc;~ Lorca, Fu.feric,) ( lW&193h)
O’h’cdl, Eugene ( l&N-19531
Biill, Hei”rich (h, 191-1
C’hkkh,,\ Anl, m Pa\l{]\ich
II M(!-19041
c’{wIcau. Jean ( 1889- f9h31
J@ch~)ll, ‘Thomas Ib. 193-1
Lessing, L)<mis(b. 1919)
Churchill, Wir]\t<m ( 18-4-19051
Hewe, Hrrmann ( IX-”- I%?)
Kc,$msk], Jewy (h. 1933)
Strindberg, J,Jban Augu\I
(1849-19121
(Inamun(, y Jug!). Miguel de
( 1W+193(II

.{ I
.31

“

.31

“

.1I
.3 f

f9.M)
.3(1 IW2
.3(1
.30
29
.
~.
?H l~ls.1
?- fWf,
?tl
“
It>

Spanhtl phdt)w>pber. n<,)cll\t.
uriler

“\(ill eliglble
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& \h, m (]cll,m

?h

Robert
Penn Warren,
Ernest
Hemingway, William Faulkner,
and Saul
Bellow for fiction. Robert Penn Warren
won for poetry as well, along with
Robert Frost, Robert Lowell, Wallace
Stevens, W.H. Auden, William Carlos
Williams, and John Berryman. Norman
Mailer received the Pulitzer for general
non-fiction,
and Eugene
O’Neill for
drama.
If our experience in the sciences is
repeated in literature we can expect that
many of the eligible authors in Figures 2
and 3 will win Nobel prizes in the future,
However, considering the proclivity of
the Academy
for selecting relatively
unknown writers, there is a high probability that the Nobel committee will only
choose an author from these lists about
50?i0 of the time.
One is tempted, finally, to speculate
upon the possible effect of a Nobel prize
as a stimulus to increased scholarly interest in the recipient’s work. One of the
characteristics
of Nobel prize winners in
science is that their work was cited

heavily and steadily long in advance of
the prize. 14 The prize itself, however,
did not have a significant impact on
citations
afterwards.
Only in certain
cases did the prize seem to provide an
additional spur to research in the field
represented by the winner. However, in
the case of literary scholarship the opposite is often the case. Since literary
criticisms can never be the last word,
the prize can stimulate a reappraisal of a
well-researched
writer and also spur
new
PhD
dissertations
and
other
writings
about
less known
writers.
When we have more years of the
A&HCI
to study, we can do some
chronological
analyses
to determine
whether authors who receive the Nobel
prize are cited more frequently
after
they receive the award.
*****
My thanks to Esther
Surden
and
Edward M. Sweeney for their help in
the preparation
of this essay.
elm ‘5’
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